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A mix of smooth harmonic vocals, soulful love ballads, with contemporary jazz grooves and rythms with a

touch of hip-hop dance rythms that will be candy for your ears and food for the soul 16 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban, JAZZ: Jazz Vocals Details: Every once in while a truly unique talent

comes on the music scene, and there is one by the name of Ronnie "Raheem" Moss, who has a

masterful style and a true smooth tenor that is uncomparable. Ronnie has returned for the 3rd Album of

his career that's entitled Fools Paradise which encompases smooth harmonic vocals, soulful love ballads

with contemporary jazz grooves and rythms with a touch of hip-hop rythms. The latest album, released in

May of 2004, "Fools Paradise" was a collaboration with his son Yukima LuSane-Moss in composition and

production. Fools Paradise is a mixture of smooth harmonic vocals, soulful love ballads with

contemporary jazz grooves and rhythms with a touch of hip-hop., "Fools Paradise". Ronnie discovered his

talent in Junior High School in Flint, Michigan and he started singing in the churh and school choir, and

playing percussion. His talent got him recognition in local and state musical competitions. In High School

he was a member of the singing group the Velvetones which were the most notorious singing group in

Flint, Michigan after acheiving sucess with the group he turned down a scholarship to sing in the Air

Force to attend the University of Michigan, majoring in business. Helater received an Associate degree in

Audio Engineering. Ronnie has had the opportunity to play percussion with Roy Ayers, Marion Meadows,

Orange Lake Drive, and also had the opportunity to open with the Dramatics. In 1996, he decided to

move to Atlanta to further his career. Since his move to Hotlanta, Ronnie has released three albums and

his working on his fourth which will be titled "Fire." His first album, "I Want to Thank You," which was

released in 1995, encompassed all R  B ballads. The second album entitled "Spicewater," released in

2000, was a collaboration with several musicians from the Atlanta area. It was a Jazzmatic album with

slow ballads to spoken word with a splash of funk. Spicewater sold copies overseas in Germany, Italy,

Japan, and Switzerland. Years later in 1996 Ronnie decided to move to the metro Atlanta area to further

his career. As an accomplished percussionist, and keyboardist Ronnie has been endorsed by such

products as LP Percussion and Vic Firth Drum sticks and products, he has written songs, produced and
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engineered songs for many artist from Michigan to Atlanta. So just sit back and check out the new music

and vocals for 2004 of Ronnie "Raheem" Moss's "Fools Paradise."
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